OCCUPANCY: Eight-people maximum are allowed per family drive-in or walk-in site.

VEHICLES must register at Park Headquarters and display a valid receipt on the windshield prior to parking. Vehicles must park in their designated campsite space only. Standard tent or RV drive-in sites allow parking for one vehicle and one extra vehicle. Trailers are counted as a vehicle. Walk-in tent sites allow parking for one vehicle only on an assigned parking lot space. Fees are due for all extra vehicles, except trailers. No parking is allowed along campground roads. Extra or oversize vehicles must park in the lots adjacent to Park Headquarters.

QUIET HOURS are from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. Radios and other sound-producing devices must not be audible beyond your immediate campsite. To ensure an enjoyable experience for everyone, please do not disturb other campers.

GENERATORS may only be operated between the hours of 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. CHECK-OUT time is noon. Please vacate your site by this time, including vehicles and all belongings.

FIRES are allowed only in stoves or in the provided metal fire rings. Do not build fires outside of fire rings. Fires must be completely out when not attended. All fireworks are prohibited.

PAY SHOWERS are located in the campgrounds. Change is available from the Blooms Creek Camp Store. Showers accept two quarters for two minutes.

PLANTS, FLOWERS, mushrooms, natural scenery, and animals are protected by law from human disturbance of any kind. Nails, axes, knives, and other sharp objects may not be put into any trees, downed logs, campsite tables, and parking barriers. Hammocks may not be hung from the trees.

DOGS must be kept on a six-foot-maximum leash and may not be left unattended at any time. They are allowed only on paved roads or in your campsite. Dogs are not permitted on fire roads or trails (except for service dogs). Dogs must be confined to a vehicle or tent at night. Please clean up after your pets.

BICYCLES are restricted to paved roads and fire roads only. They are not allowed on any of the trails. Bicycle riders under age 18 must wear a helmet. Bicycles ridden after dark must be properly illuminated. Please ride safely.

WOOD COLLECTING, including leaves and twigs, is not allowed. This material decays and assists the growth of live trees and other plants. Firewood is sold at the park year-round.

THIS IS A CRUMB-CLEAN CAMPGROUND: You are required to secure your food and trash at all times, except when eating, to protect yourself and park wildlife. Raccoons, birds, and squirrels can be aggressive and will steal food that has been left out. Lock food and ice chests inside a vehicle or the campsite food storage locker. It is not secure in tents. Dispose of trash and food waste into the campground dumpsters immediately to keep park wildlife. Raccoons, birds, and squirrels can be aggressive and will steal food that has been left out. Lock food and ice chests inside a vehicle or the campsite food storage locker. It is not secure in tents. Dispose of trash and food waste into the campground dumpsters immediately to keep wildlife from consuming or spreading it around.

Please recycle your plastic, glass, and aluminum.

GAMES must be safe and not damage park resources. No airsoft weapons, BB guns, paintball guns, or horseshoes. Drones are prohibited in all of Big Basin Redwoods State Park. If in doubt, please ask staff.

Warning: Be aware of the presence of poison oak, rattlesnakes, ticks, and yellow jackets.

Poison oak Rattlesnake Tick Yellow jacket

CAMPING RESERVATIONS: You may make camping reservations by calling (800) 444-7275 (TTY 800-274-7275). To make online reservations, visit our website at www.parks.ca.gov.

ALTERNATE FORMAT: This publication can be made available in alternate formats. Contact interp@parks.ca.gov.